Important documents must be secured via communication. Steganography and cryptography are the virtual information of security. With the growth of data communication over computer network, the security of information has become a major issue. In this paper a proposed method which combines between encrypted text words message and plain digital image is studied. A novel encrypted method named as Assignment Significant Bit is introduced. In our method each word transformed to 26-digits grey level numbers. Then all message represented as a border of plain image. A comparison between the famous method referred as Least Significant Bit and proposed method is studied for many cover images. It is showed that the proposed method needs less operations than the method of Least Significant Bit. Also the test mathematical test tools provides the goodness of proposed method.
Introduction
Security is the basic tool for mutual information via internet. Many types of information are represented as text, image, sound, video, and other important documents. Today, text is considered a wide amount of transition. In most crypto methods the letters are permuted via mathematical concepts. Therefore the attackers will excite to try to decrypt information. In our method the message is first encrypted word by word where each word represented as 26-digit grey level numbers. Second the encrypted message embedded through a border of plain digital image. So any excitation does not exist for attraction the image. A novel encrypted method named as assignment significant bit (ASB) is introduced. Statistical measurements are modeled mathematically for testing the method and for comparison with related methods. PSNR, MSE, and ENTROPY are the accurate rules for detecting the powerful and goodness of studied method. Many researchers work hard for improving the text cryptography methods. Laskar and Hemachandran present a method for dealing with encrypted permutation text which embedded through plain image [1] . Poornima and Iswarya write a method for hidden the password through image [2] . Sharma et al embedded encrypted image with video using blowfish and LSB [3] . Rubab and Younus embedded text with image using Huffman encryption and 2D Wavelet Transform [4] . Gaikwad et al embedded text and image with video using LSB [5] . Tyagi embedded text with image using LSB [6] . Poonia et al transferred the hidden data with digital image file using the local characteristics [7] J. Nath and A. Nath embedded encrypted text using the methods of Play fair and LSB [8] . Kumari et al Present a short survey of steganography methods [9] . Bansod and Bhure embedded text with image using LSB without measurements [10] . Singh and Agarwal embedded text with image using LSB without measurements [11] . Raphael and Sundaram present a survey of combining cryptography and steganography methods [12] . Pavan et al embedded hidden text with image using Hill Cipher [13] . Bloisi and Iocchi embedded encrypted text with image using the methods of DCT and Vernam [14] . Bheda et al embedded text with LSB and space white methods [15] . Abboud et al presented some algorithm which combines the use of both steganography and visual cryptography [16] . Raghava et al embedded hidden image with cover image using the methods of LSB and Henon Chaotic Map [17] . Dagar et al embedded image with cover image using gray codes and LSB [18] . Kumar and Pooja Present a survey for embedded hidden data with cover image [19] . Aung and Naing embedded encrypted text with cover image through DCT and AES methods [20] . Benlcouiri et al [21] Proposed crypto-watermarking method using symmetrical injection of noise on architecture of multilayer neural networks performed to compression images.
II. Least Significant Bit Algorithm
Two tools of security are famous, the one is named as cryptography and the other is called as steganography. In cryptographic methods the data are distorted while in steganographic methods the data are hidden. The algebraic encrypted methods represented as public key [22] , discrete logarithm [23] , knapsack [24] , Vernam [25] , Hill [26] , and others. Indeed this branch of encryption depends on mathematical concepts of factorization of Galio field [27] . The interpolating encrypted methods represented by SVD [28] , calculus [29] , wavelet [30] , and others. On the other side there is a famous methods of steganography named as LSB [31] . In LSB method each letter is hidden and embedded through eight letters. The message is hidden and is not encrypted via LSB. In TABLE I we The process of hiding text bit vector into matrix frame image via LSB method is discussed here. One can take the 8-bit vector (u) = 11011110. These 8 bits will be hidden in 8 pixel of a matrix image frame in following manner. Consider the eight pixels of a matrix image frame as below. 
III. New Algorithm
In this section we introduce a new method for encryption and embedding the message through cover image. This method have been suggested named as Assignment Significant Bit (ASB). In this algorithm, each word transformed to 26-digits, where the digit represents the codeword of appearing times of the letter. Then there are 2 8 cases for letter appearances which translated to grey level. In this algorithm the position of the letter (a) in the word (w) determines the grey level. And each word transformed to 26-digit or 26-vector. For example we take the plain message and it is encrypted as showed in TABLE III. Finally we impose the encrypted vectors of the message through the border of trans cover image (balloon) where the rest elements of the encrypted row be all zero. The encrypted message embedded through cover image via the 24 keys made by the four directions (North, South, Right, Left) of the border. Figure I represents the result of embedding the message through cover image (balloon) to make steganography border image (ASB balloon) via the key NRSL. 
IV. Implementations of Proposed Method
Mathematically, it is known that when small changes occur in encrypted operations tend to large changes of data information, leading to good algorithm. The famous image statistical measurements were determinate by coefficient correlation (COR), peak signal to noise ratio (PSNR). It is noted that PSNR based on the number of vanishing moments. Clearly the attacker may seek to observe variations of the encrypted image in the tiny variations of the plaintext to find the correlation between the plaintext and the encrypted image. If a tiny change in the original image can lead to a great change in the cipher image, then the algorithm can effectively resist these differential attacks. The statistical measurements are defined as follows:
For test the goodness of our ASB method, many cover images were token for encrypted and embedded the plain message. Four famous cover image were appeared in Figure II for implementation ASB and LSB. The mathematical measurements of embedded message with cover image such as the correlation (COR) and peak signal recognition (PSNR) were computed for each method of ASB and LSB. The results appeared in TABLE IV. The results of COR and PSNR are promised and encouraged for using the method of ASB. Also there are small differences between them. Finally we can notice that ASB needed least grey level of cover image than LSB. Indeed ASB deals with the message according to its words. And each word represented in 26-digits corresponding to the position of the letter in alphabetic English language. LSB program deals with letter by letter technique of the message. And each letter represented in 8 grey levels. So there are 8 changed grey levels. For our short message, the numbers of changed grey levels of cover image are 4*26 and 19*8 with respect to ASB and LSB respectively. If we have a message of 100 letters arranging in 10 words. The numbers of changed grey levels of cover image with LSB (800) is more than with ASB (260). That is meaning there are many complicated operations in each stage of encryption and decryption with LSB. 
V. Conclusions
In recent time the famous method of embedded hidden message through cover image is named as LSB. In LSB method each letter or number is hidden through eight grey levels of cover image. So many grey levels of cover image are changed for one word of the message. And there is no encryption operation of the message via LSB. Our ASB method deals with the word (not letter by letter) where each word represented in 26-gey level numbers of cover image. The other good property of ASB is deduced by its cryptography and steganography. We have worked on two major techniques of data security i.e. Cryptography and Steganography. In our system these two techniques provides higher security to our data. Initially the text is deal by the manner of word by word where each word is transformed to 26-digit grey level numbers. Then these numbers encrypted by using ASB algorithm which is better than other encryption algorithms then the encrypted information is hidden by LSB approach. So it is very difficult for the unauthorized users to identify the changes in the steganography image. The use of the ASB algorithm and LSB gives a way to secure the information from illegal user and provide better PSNR value. In our paper we used a ASB to hide text into image, which provides the new dimensions to the image steganography. It is very difficult to recover the hidden image for the third party without knowing the bits of the frames. Finally we can conclude that the proposed technique is effective for secret data communication. In spite of the approximation results between the two method of LSB and ASB which appeared in TABLE IV, the recommendations for choosing ASB is satisfied where it demands less operations than LSB.
